CONSTITUTION
INDIANAPOLIS RADIO CONTROL MODELERS CLUB
ARTICLE I -- Name
1.0

The name of this organization shall be the Indianapolis Radio Control Modelers Club

ARTICLE II -- Objectives
1.0 The objectives of this organization shall be to promote modeling and its associated
educational and recreational activities.
ARTICLE III -- Policies
1.0

This organization shall be a nonprofit incorporated association.

2.0 Neither the name nor the activities of this club shall be associated with any outside
organization or partisan activity not in the best interest of radio control modeling.
3.0 Activities of this organization shall be directed exclusively to plans and projects promoting the
best interests of the club and its members.
ARTICLE IV -- Membership and Dues
1.0 Membership in this organization is open to all individuals interested in radio control
modeling, subject to the conditions listed in the subsequent paragraphs of the Articles.
2.0 Membership is classed as OPEN, JUNIOR, FAMILY and DEPENDENT. OPEN and
JUNIOR memberships are defined by the current regulations of the Academy of Model
Aeronautics (AMA). FAMILY membership covers the OPEN member as well as JUNIOR
member dependents and the spouse of an OPEN member. A DEPENDENT member shall be
defined as a dependent of an OPEN member and shall not have reached their 16th birthday
before July 1st of the year of membership. DEPENDENT members receive no club newsletter.
3.0 Membership in the club shall include only individuals belonging to the Academy of Model
Aeronautics.
4.0 Club membership ends each year on December 31st regardless of the date a membership
application is received.
5.1
Late year membership is as follows: Those who join from September 1st through December
31st pay full next year's rate and receive membership for the following year plus whatever days
membership remain in the year of application.
5.2
The determination of the amount of club dues for all membership categories for the
succeeding year shall be by the majority vote of the membership upon the recommendation of the
Executive Board, at a time no later than the September meeting of the current year.
5.3
Full club dues shall be paid annually by OPEN and FAMILY members, subject to the
provisions in paragraph 5.3.
5.4

Those renewing membership after the end of the February meeting shall pay a penalty.

The amount of the penalty for the succeeding year shall be determined by the majority vote of the
membership upon the recommendation of the Executive Board, at a time no later than the
September meeting of the current year.
5.5

Club dues for JUNIOR members shall be one-half the OPEN member fee.

5.6

Club dues for DEPENDENT members shall be waived.

ARTICLE V -- Officers and Elections
1.0

Any member in good standing for a period of at least six months is eligible to hold office.

2.0 Officers shall consist of a President, Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer. Officers
shall serve a period of one year or until their successors are elected and installed.
3.0 The President shall appoint a nomination committee composed of three members. They
shall nominate a minimum of two members in good standing for each office at the November
meeting each year. Nominations may also be made from the floor at this meeting. All nominees
shall have consented to run for office prior to nomination.
4.0 Election shall be by secret ballot at the December meeting each year. Election of an officer
shall be based on a majority of all votes.
5.0

Newly elected officers shall assume office January 1, each year.

ARTICLE VI -- The Executive Board
1.0

The elected officers of the club are the Executive Board.

2.0 This board shall formulate the general policies of the organization and shall act on all
necessary matters of the business in the interim period between meetings of the organization.
3.0 The Executive Board shall fill, by appointment, any vacancy of office of the organization
until the next regular election.
4.0 This Board shall meet at least quarterly during the year or whenever called by the
President.
5.0 Three members of the Executive Board shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of
business.
ARTICLE VII -- Duties of Officers
1.0 The President shall preside at all meetings, shall appoint each Special Committee as are
necessary for the proper conduct of business of the organization, and shall serve as ex-officio of
each.
2.0 The Vice President shall preside in the absence of the President and shall assume the
duties of the office of President in such an event and shall be a member of the committees.
3.0 The Secretary shall keep the minutes of all meetings, shall notify all Chairmen of their
appointments and shall conduct such correspondence as may be delegated to the office.
4.0 The Treasurer shall be custodian of all funds, and shall maintain such funds and make

such payments as are authorized by the organization, and shall keep accurate records of receipts,
and expenditures, and shall submit a monthly report to the membership showing all transactions
by the club and the current state of the budget in light of these transactions. This monthly reporting
shall include a final yearly summary at the end of the fiscal year. Fiscal year to run from October
1st to September 31st of each calendar year.
5.0 A Special Committee for budgeting shall be appointed yearly in accordance with Article VII
section 1.0. This committee shall be appointed no later than one month prior to the end of the fiscal
year. The committee should be a minimum of 2 members and shall be composed such that at least
50% of its members are not current officers. Said committee to create a budget for the club to
be agreed upon between the committee members and subsequently approved by the executive
board by the first meeting of the new fiscal year. The budget is to be presented to the membership
at the first meeting of the fiscal year. Budget thus created is not binding but should reflect the
needs and expectations of the club and is provided for use by the Treasurer in his
aforementioned monthly reports.
ARTICLE VIII -- Meeting of the Organization
1.0 The Organization shall hold regular meetings on the first Monday of each month and at
other times as called by the Executive Board.
2.0 Thirty percent of the members in good standing shall constitute a quorum necessary for the
conduct of business.
3.0 Robert's Rule of Order, Revised, when not in conflict with this Constitution, shall govern the
proceedings of the Organization.
ARTICLE IX -- By Laws
1.0 The Executive Board and three club members appointed by the President shall serve as a
Standing Committee to formulate and propose By Laws governing club activities. Proposals
shall by enacted by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of the members present at a regular monthly
club meeting.
ARTICLE X -- Amendments
1.0 This Constitution may be amended by a two-thirds vote of the membership at any regular
meeting of the organization, provided notice of intent to amend has been given at a previous
meeting.

INDIANAPOLIS RADIO CONTROL MODELERS CLUB

BYLAWS
Revised March 2016 AIRPORT REGULATIONS
Everyone has joined this club to have fun flying radio control aircraft. Each member has the right
to maximum enjoyment of their hobby, and each member has the responsibility of helping others
pursue the same objective. These airport regulations, based on common sense and safety, have
therefore been enacted in order that each member may obtain maximum benefit from the flying
site.
A.

GROUND CONTROL
1. Automobiles must be parked in assigned areas to avoid congestion and blocking
runways.
2.

Engine run-in is restricted to the far north or south end of the field.

3.

Spectators are welcome at the flying site and should be shown the courtesy their
interest warrants.

The following rules apply:

B.

(a)

Spectators should remain in assigned areas unless invited into pit area by a
member.

(b)

All children must be accompanied by, and under direct supervision, of an
adult.

FIELD RULES

These are the rules for safe operating practices at the Indianapolis Radio Control Modelers Field.
These rules are to be followed every time you are at the field, whether it be alone or with other
persons present!
1. No transmitter is to be turned on without first clearing your frequency and placing
your club membership card in the proper slot in the frequency board. It is also good
to find out what other fliers' frequencies are and to let them know what yours is. NO
CARD - NO FLY. Those with radios using Spread Spectrum or other similar
technologies that do not require a “channel” are still required to post their club cards
or AMA membership card in the frequency board using either the slots provided (if
any) or using the amateur radio slots provided if no other facility has been provided.
(a)

All transmitters and receivers must meet all current AMA and FCC
regulations. (Reference the 2010 AMA Membership Manual starting on
page 9)

2. We reserve the right to sound test any aircraft that we feel jeopardizes the use of our
field. If in the opinion of 3 (three) club members to a possible sound issue, the pilot
could be asked to land and will not fly said aircraft until such time as it can be sound
tested by the following guideline(s):

The aircraft is to be positioned on the ground and the engine run at full throttle. Sound
Meter set to the “A” scale, slow response, windscreen on. The meter will be positioned
twenty-five feet from the model, downwind, abeam the prop arc, set at twenty-four inches
in height. The meter will point directly at the prop arc. The maximum sound levels
(measured per the above listed measurement standard) are 96 decibels measured on
grass (98 on hard surface).
3. Any run-in of engines must be done in the designated area. The engines being run-in
must meet the requirements of paragraph B.2. above.
4. Taxi Procedures

5.

(a)

Do not let your airplane get any farther than an arm’s reach from you while
taxiing to the runway and avoid taxiing behind other pilots when possible.
Note: Helicopters typically cannot “taxi” in the classical sense and should
therefore be carried to and from the runway. A “hover taxi” is considered
flying and as such should not occur behind the pilot stations at any time.

(b)

When returning your aircraft to the pit area, the aircraft should taxi on the
runway until it is back within an arm’s reach of the pilot. As soon as the aircraft
enters the pit area (i.e. is behind the line of the pilot stations) the engine
should be shut down and the airplane carried or towed back to the pit area.
Electric aircraft should have their source of motor power disconnected or
manual arming switch set to off such that the airplane cannot throttle up
regardless of transmitter settings.

First pilot to the runway designates the active runway.
(a) This person shall determine the active runway by the following: The runway
AGAINST the prevailing wind or closest to it.
(b)

Pilots that encounter an emergency such as radio interference, dead stick,
etc., and wish to land, must state their situation to obtain priority for landing.

(c)

Direction of active runway may be changed by a unanimous agreement of all
fliers currently in the air during a change in wind direction.

6. All pilots with planes in the air will stand in one of the flight stations. A maximum of 4
planes are allowed in the air at one time.
7. All flight is to be restricted to an area South of the northern border of the club property
and East of the flight line. There will be NO low passes toward the pits. Be aware of
low flying full-scale aircraft. If a full scale aircraft approaches the field all model aircraft
must immediately drop below the height of the surrounding trees.
8. The field is to be used for radio controlled models only. All model types are required to
follow all field rules, both stated and implied.
9. No one flies without AMA membership! NO EXCEPTIONS! You must have your club
membership card in the frequency board before turning on your transmitter.
10. Members may invite guests to fly at the club field. Each guest may fly no more than 3
days per year. Any other circumstances must have the consent of the Standing
Committee. The member is fully responsible for the actions their guests.

Violations of rules by guests will be considered as violations by the member. Guest will
use their AMA card in the frequency board to identify their frequency.
11. Visitors and spectators are not allowed in the pit area without escort of a club member.
All pets (dogs, cats, etc.) brought to the field must be kept in the vehicle or on a leash
and restrained by the owner when outside the vehicle.
12. Pilots must not consume alcoholic beverages prior to, nor during, participation in any
model operations.
13. Any person that flies solo must have an instructor present or have passed LEVEL 2
requirement of the Achievement Program with the following exceptions.
(a)

Any member who has joined the club and possesses a Park Pilot AMA
membership may fly aircraft that meet the Park Pilot criteria as defined by
AMA (aircraft weighing 2 pounds or less AND that fly below 60 mph)
regardless of their Achievement LEVEL. Such pilots are expected to know
and abide by all applicable AMA and IRCM club rules (particularly with
emphasis on safety) while taking advantage of this privilege. A brief check
flight to prove that a pilot has the minimal skills necessary to avoid flying
behind the flight line and a review of applicable AMA and club rules with any
club officer or instructor is required before the member first flies at the field.

(b)

All other members can likewise fly aircraft that meet the Park Pilot criteria as
defined by AMA in addition to their other flight privileges. For LEVEL 1
members seeking to attain LEVEL 2 privileges this means that they may fly
such aircraft while simultaneously working toward their LEVEL 2 attainment
after a check flight and rules review as described above.

14. Gliders using a "High start" may only be used when powered aircraft are not present.
15. All aircraft must be pitted within 10 feet of the safety fence (on the runway side of the
fence) and when starting engines
16. All aircraft shall be flown in accordance with AMA safety requirements including the
requirement for AMA number or name and address attached to the aircraft.
17. A range check shall be performed on all aircraft prior to the first flight each day.
18. All new/repaired aircraft shall be preflight inspected to the criteria of the Preflight
Checklist (appendix a) prior to flight.
19. The president shall appoint a safety officer that is responsible for monitoring the
member’s conformance to the airport regulations however, all members are
responsible to insure members and guests follow the rules.
20. A collection overflow device shall be used when fueling aircraft to minimize spillage of
fuel on the ground.
21. For safety reasons No flying is allowed while the runway and pits are being mowed.
22. No trash of any kind will be left at the field. If you brought it with you – take it home.

23. Allowed flying times are as follows:
For electric powered or glider aircraft – 8:00AM to dusk every
day. For all other aircraft – 9:00AM to dusk Monday through
Saturday, 12:00pm (noon) to dusk on Sunday.
24. Last club member leaving the field for the day must make sure the flag has been
lowered and put away and the buildings and equipment lockers are secure, and lock
the gate.
Any type of flying that endangers people or property at the field will not be tolerated. It is
the responsibility of every member to follow and enforce these rules. Don't be afraid to
remind any violator of their obligation to follow the above rules.

C. ACHIEVEMENT PROGRAM
The initial intention of the achievement program is to provide the novice with adequate instruction
to enable him or her to build and fly a radio controlled aircraft in a safe and controlled manner.
NOTES:
1. Flyers up grading to Levels 3 or 4 must pass that grade level as judged by three flyers
that are at least Level 2 and have a working knowledge of the requirements. At least
two of the three judges must agree that each maneuver is performed satisfactorily
for the Level to be passed. Certification flights may take place on different days
however; the entire sequence must be flown and witnessed by each judge during one
flight.
2. An instructor is not financially responsible for a student’s aircraft in case of damage or a
crash.
3. Pilots advancing to any Level must exhibit self-control during any emergency or
accident.
4. Flyers upgrading to Level 2 must pass that grade level as judged by an instructor and
another observer of Level 2 or above. Instructor and Observer should grade each
of the following activities, using an A, B, C, D or F for each activity. Student must get
a C or better to pass. Any grade of D or F should be explained to the student and the
student should be allowed to retest as soon as they wish. The idea of grading is to
use this as a further learning opportunity for the student, so that they can understand
what they need to continue to work on even if they achieve the new level.

LEVEL 2 PILOT

To attain the pilot rating, a novice must be able to:

1. Know and exhibit proper field behavior concerning flying boundaries and courtesy, pit
conduct and use of the frequency board. The student should check the frequency board and
insure his/her card is in the correct slot before activating their radio. They should also observe
proper communication and observe no fly boundaries during the entire flight.
2. Perform a preflight check of aircraft and radio equipment. This should include, but is not

limited to a check of battery condition, proper control surface movement and a standard range
check.
3. Prepare aircraft for flight and start/tune engine. The student should fuel and start aircraft
without assistance while maintaining safe operating procedure.
4. Perform 2 unassisted takeoffs. One in each direction. The student should take off and land
(see item 6) in a direction approximately parallel to the center line of the runway in each direction.
The student should exhibit reasonable control during the taxi and takeoff roll such that safety is
maintained.
5. Exhibit controlled flight by a series of left and right turns. The student should fly a
standard 4 cornered race track pattern or something similar to prove their control over the aircraft.
6. Perform 2 controlled landings. The student should land as described in item 4. After landing
the student should taxi back to the pilot station area or the pits as they wish. Killing the engine on
landing via a prop strike on the ground is NOT necessarily grounds for a failing grade but should
be discouraged as this is typically a sign that the student needs more practice.
7. Exhibit controlled flight during a simulated dead stick landing approach. (Instructor has
novice bring engine to idle and Novice Pilot must make a safe approach to runway – power can be
applied before a landing is made) This landing may vary somewhat from a perfect parallel
approach from the runway center line but should NOT be made directly in the direction of the
spectators, parking lot or pits. Student pilots should recognize that safety is the paramount issue,
not recovery of their airplane. Landing in the long grass or field areas is acceptable.
Note: It is recommended that all new Level 2 pilots use an observer during the first 30 days
following certification.
LEVEL 3 EXPERIENCED

To achieve Level 3, a pilot must:

1. Have knowledge of all transmitter stick modes. The pilot should be able to explain the control
layout of a 4 channel radio using modes I and II, including which control surfaces are affected by
which stick movements.
2. Perform the following maneuvers during one flight/consecutive flights:
a. Takeoff with turnout both left and right traffic patterns. This should include
taxiing from the pits to the runway, exhibiting safety and control of the aircraft at all times.
b. Sustained inverted flight including left and right turns for the length of the runway. This
would best be exhibited by either a complete “lap” around the pattern or horizontal figure 8 around
the field while inverted.
c. Three consecutive inside loops. Inside loops are loops where the canopy or top of the
aircraft faces the inside of the circle drawn. They may be entered from either upright or inverted at
the pilot’s option. Loops should exhibit control not simply “full up”. The loops should have a
constant radius, i.e. look round, and should not have flat spots. Ideally the entry and exit point to
the loops should be constant in both distances from the pilot as well as altitude above the ground.
d. Three consecutive outside loops. Outside loops are loops where the wheels or
bottom of the aircraft faces the inside of the circle drawn. They can be entered either upright or
inverted at the pilot’s option and should be judged similarly to the inside loops above.

e. Three consecutive rolls, left or right. The pilot will perform 3 consecutive aileron rolls in
whichever direction the pilot decides. The rolls should be one constant maneuver, i.e. no
pauses between rolls. The pilot should enter the maneuver from a straight and level heading (i.e.
no pitching up into the maneuver). The pilot should enter and exit the maneuver at the same
altitude and heading on which he entered.
f. Landing patterns both left and right with a touch and go on the first. The pilot should fly a
complete, rectangular landing pattern, complete with four distinct turns and lines. On the first
(either downwind or upwind as the pilot wishes) the aircraft should touch at least its main landing
gear on the ground and then throttle up and continue the flight, i.e. “touch and go”. The second
approach should be done in the opposite direction and should result in a safe landing and taxi off
of the runway.
g. A Three turn spin, at a safe altitude, left or right. The pilot should enter from a straight
and level attitude and should stall the aircraft on entry. The aircraft should be continuing on
heading and without altitude change up the entry to the spin. Ideally the nose should drop as the
wing drops to one side, indicating proper spin entry. The pilot should complete the three spins with
the nose of the airplane straight down or nearly so and should stop rotation and continue to fly
straight down for a short distance to show control. The pilot should then pull out back to level flight
in the same direction as the plane was flying upon entry. A spin has not been executed if the
aircraft appears to fly into a nose down attitude or if the plane makes a significant amount of wing
rotation before the nose drops. This is considered a forced entry and is not acceptable.
LEVEL 4 EXPERT

To Achieve Level 4, a Level 3 pilot must:

1. Exhibit self control during any emergency or minor accident to lesser experienced
fliers. This is not really a measurable parameter but it is important that a pilot at this level be
willing and able to help less experienced pilots in the case of any event involving safety of
members and spectators. Pilots at this level are expected to be more vigilant in this regard and
are encouraged to keep safety first, even if that means landing in the corn rather than trying to
guide a partially out of control model back onto the field where it might endanger others; or
perhaps NOT flying if there is any doubt as to the flight worthiness of a model aircraft.
2. Perform the following maneuvers during one flight/consecutive flights:
a. Double Immelman The pilot should enter the maneuver from straight and level flight
and should draw a line parallel to the flight line and at a constant altitude. The aircraft should pull
a half loop (which should be one continuous radius without flat spots and with wings remaining
level). Immediately upon reaching level inverted flight the pilot should execute a half roll to upright.
The pilot should then draw another line as before but now flying in the opposite direction. The pilot
should then push an outside half loop (again constant radius and wings level) immediately
followed by a roll to upright. The pilot should then fly the final line of the maneuver in the same
direction as the original entry line, once again straight, level and parallel to the flight line. The two
half loops should be of equal radii with the result that the aircraft enters and exits the maneuver at
the same altitude.
b. Humpty Bump To perform a Humpty Bump the pilot starts straight and level parallel to
the flight line and then pulls up into a vertical up line. The pull up should be one continuous radius
without flat spots during which the wings remain level. After establishing the up line, the pilot
then pulls a half loop into a vertical down line. This half loop should again be one
continuous pull with the aircraft ending in a direct downward path. The aircraft then should
establish a down line before pulling once again back to straight and level. Finally a straight and

level exit line should be established. This final ¼ loop is judged similarly to all of the previous
partial loops. The initial (entry) ¼ loop and the final exit ¼ loop should be of equal radius however
the top ½ loop does not have to be of equal size, nor does the entry and exit altitude have to be
similar.
c. Avalanche An Avalanche is simply a loop with a full positive snap roll at the top of the
loop. In order to do this correctly the pilot should perform the following.
The pilot should enter
the maneuver from straight and level flight. The pilot will pull up into a half loop then complete a
positive snap roll centered on the top of the loop and then complete the other half of the loop. The
complete loop should appear circular to the observers and should be completed at the same point
where it began both in respect to altitude and distance from the flight line.
d. Inverted Spin - three turns The pilot should enter from a straight and level inverted
flight and should stall the aircraft on entry. The aircraft should be continuing on heading and
without altitude change up to the entry to the spin. Ideally the nose should drop as the wing drops
on one side, indicating proper spin entry. The pilot should complete the three spins with the nose
of the airplane straight down or nearly so and should stop rotation and continue to fly straight
down for a short distance to show control. The pilot should then push back to level inverted flight
in the same direction as the plane was flying upon entry. A spin has not been executed if the
aircraft appears to fly into a nose down attitude or if the plane makes a significant amount of wing
rotation before the nose drops. This is considered a forced entry and is not acceptable.
e. Slow Roll The aircraft should enter from straight and level on a path parallel to the
runway then execute a 360-degree roll. During the entire roll the aircraft should maintain altitude
and heading. As in all maneuvers the roll should be smooth and continuous without noticeable
pauses or changes in speed. The roll should end back at straight and level and on the same
heading as the maneuver began and should be performed at a point centered in front of the pilot.
The rate of roll should be approximately one roll per 3 seconds or slower.
f. Vertical Up line with 2 point roll The pilot should begin straight and level and pull into a
vertical up line in one smooth continuous pull. After establishing an up line the aircraft should
perform a two- p o i n t roll by rolling 180 degrees then pausing before performing another 180
degree rolls in the same direction. The rolls should be smooth and continuous with a constant roll
rate throughout each and similarly between the two ½ rolls. After finishing the rolls, the aircraft
should continue the up line far enough that the roll maneuver is centered on the up line. Once
reaching the top of the maneuver the aircraft should push to level flight on the same heading as
the maneuver started.
g. Four point roll The pilot should begin as always from straight and level flight and should
finish with wings level and heading as well as altitude unchanged. The aircraft should roll at a
constant rate between each of the roll “points” and should pause only briefly (long enough for the
observer to note the pause) at each point. There should be 90 degrees of rotation between each
point. Each 90 degrees of roll should take the same elapsed time to complete. The roll can be in
either direction of rotation at the pilot’s discretion.

h. Knife Edge pass The pilot should enter from straight and level then roll 90 degrees to
an attitude where the wings of the aircraft are perpendicular (90 degrees) to the horizon. The
aircraft should hold this attitude and its altitude for approximately the length of the runway. The
aircraft should then roll back to level flight. As in all maneuvers the rolls into and out of the knife
edge pass should be smooth and continuous. The aircraft should (ideally) trace a straight line
parallel to the runway and maintain altitude and heading throughout the maneuver.

i. Reverse Cuban eight The pilot should once again begin this maneuver from a straight
and level path parallel to the runway then pull into a 45° up line. Midway up this line the aircraft
should roll to inverted. At the top the aircraft will perform a ¾ inside loop ending in a 45 degree
up line in a direction opposite the initial heading on entry. Midway up this line the pilot should
once again roll to inverted. At the top of this line, the aircraft will pull a 5/8ths loop to a wings level
exit on the same heading which the maneuver started. All of the loop elements (entry 1/8th loop,
¾ loop and 5/8th loop to exit) should be a constant radius and the wings should remain level. The
result should be that the aircraft enters and exits at the same altitude.
GENERAL:
1. Only members with a Level 2 or higher rating will be allowed to fly solo.
2. A Novice must have an instructor to fly.
3. It will be the airplane owners' responsibility to assure that the aircraft is in good flying
condition.
4. The Achievement Program is mandatory through Level 2.

